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(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We describe a duality operator for representations of the Hecke al-

gebra of a Weyl group or of an affine Weyl group in terms of a certain involution

on this algebra.

For representations of finite Chevalley groups, several authors studied the

duality operator, an endomorphism on the Grothendieck group of these repre-

sentations, defined to be an alternating sum of some combinations of induction

and restriction (see [A, C, Kw, DL]). In this note, we define a duality operator

for representations of the Hecke algebra of a Weyl group, or of an affine Weyl

group, which is a counterpart of the above one, and describe it in terms of a

certain involution on this algebra.

1. The case of Weyl groups

Let (W, S) be a pair consisting of a Weyl group W and a set of simple

reflections 5, or, more generally, a finite Coxeter system. Let K be an arbitrary

field. Choose qs £ Kx for each s £ S so that qs — qs* if s and s' are conjugate

under W. For these (qs)ses, we define the Hecke algebra H - H(W, q) over

K as follows: H is a A-algebra with basis Tw (w £ W) which satisfies the

relations

(Ts + l)(Ts-qs) = 0 (S£S),

TW-TW< = TWW> if l(w) + l(w') = l(ww').

Here I: W —> Z>o is the length function with respect to S. For simplicity we

assume qs = q for all s £ S in the following, although our argument in §§1

and 2 below is equally valid in the general case. For / c S, let Wi be the
subgroup of W generated by / and let //) be the corresponding subalgebra of

H generated by Tw (w £ Wj). Then for any ///-module N, we can define

the induced module Ind/A by Ind/A = H<s>h, A. Also we denote by Res/Af
for an //-module M the ///-module obtained by restriction to ///. Let M be

the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional //-modules over K, and let [M}

be the element in 31 corresponding to an //-module M. Now we define the

duality operator D on 92 by

D[M] = £(-l)l7l[Ind/(Res/A/)].

_ /os
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When q = prime power and char(A) = 0, this operator corresponds to the

special case (where representations are generated by the Borel subgroup fixed

vectors) of the previously studied operator in [A, C, Kw, DL]. Put T* =

(-^)/(tw)rji, . This * defines an involutive automorphism of H. For an //-

module M, denote by Af* the //-module obtained by twisting the action of

H by this involution *.

Theorem 1. We have D[M] = [Af*] for any H-module M.

Remark. This theorem is already known for q = 1 [Sl], q = prime power, and
char(A) = 0 (where IF is a Weyl group) [C, Theorem 1.7], or, more generally,

when both H and K[W] are semisimple (Gyoja, unpublished).

In order to prove Theorem 1, we note first that

Ind7(Res/Af) = H ®K M / (hTs ® m - h ® ii(Ts)m; h e//, s£l, meM).

Here n is the action of H on M, and H acts on H <s>k Af by (left multipli-

cation) <8)1. We define xs £ EndK(H ®K M) for s £ S by

(1.1) xs(h®m) = hTs®n(Ts)-xm-h®m

and put Ls = Im xs. Hence we have

Ind/(Res/A/) = H®K M/^ Ls-
sei

Let

nj':H®K M/J2l*^h®k M/J^Ls
s£l s€l'

be the natural projection for / c /', which is an //-homomorphism. Also, to
describe the orientation, we let

ej': f\lIl(K')^ f^ll(K'')      (IcT cSwith\T\ = \I\ + l)

be the natural isomorphism given by v —► v A 5 (s £ I'\I). Here we denote

by Kx the free A-module with basis A for any set A (and put f\^(Kr) = K

for I — 0). Then we can define the following complex of //-modules (cf. [DL,

part I]):

(1.2) rj- Cb * C, 4 - Vc, 4 - - qs, - 0,

where C, = 0m=,(# ®k Af/ Ylszi ̂ ) ® A'(^7) and the map di has the com-

ponents nj' <8> ej' (\I\ = i, \I'\ - i + 1, and / c /') • Now we shall show

that

(#)        this complex has a nonzero cohomology only at the degree 0.

Let us identify Mw = Kw ®K Af with H ®K M by the linear map

(1.3) tp:Mw^H®KM        I tp((mw)w€W) = zZ Tw ® n(Tw)~lmw J
V w€W J

and forget about the //-module structure on Kw ®k Af.
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Lemma 1. For s £ S, put

Kf = {(xw)wefV £ Kw; xws = -Xw (w £ W)}.

Then we have tp~x(Ls) = Kf ®K M.

Proof. Let y be an element of W with l(ys) > l(y). Then for my , mys £ M,

we have

xs(Ty ® n(Ty)~xmy + Tys ® n(Tys)~xmys)

= -Ty®7t(Ty)~xm' + Tys ® n(Tys)~xm',

where
m' = my + qn(Ty • T~2 • T~x)mys.

This shows that tp~x(Ls) c Kf ®k Af. Moreover, if we put mys = 0 in the

above, we get <p~x(Ls) d Kf ®% M. Thus we have Lemma 1.

By this lemma we see that tp in (1.3) induces a A-isomorphism

(kwI Y, kA ®kM~H®kM/Y, Ls.
V        sei       I sei

Hence we have only to show that the complex

o——® (^/£*rW'(*')
(1.4) 7V S\    j

- © ub,/j:^)®a,+V)---o
|/|=(+i V        sei      I

defined similarly as (1.2) satisfies (#). Let K\W/W{] be the free A-module

with basis consisting of cosets w Wj. Since we can identify canonically

Kw/^seIKf with K[W/W{] by the isomorphism induced by the surjection

Kw -> K[W/Wi] ((xw)wew i-> T,wewxw'wWI), we see that the complex (1.4)
is identical to the one in [Sl] (see also [DL, p. 287]) which arises from a sim-

plicial decomposition of the (|5| - 1 )-dimensional sphere. Thus the condition

(#) holds for (1.4), hence for (1.2).

Proof of Theorem 1. Since the 0th cohomology module of (1.2) is Ker tin =

f]seS Ls, we have

£[A/] = £(-l)'[C(]=   f|L,   .
i Les

Put x = lZwew(-iy{w)Tw ®T~X £ H ®K H. Then Lemma 1 shows that

f)s€S Ls = (id ® n)(x)(l ® M). Namely, all the elements of f)s€S Ls can be

written uniquely as Z^wewi^^y^^'w ® n(Tw)~xm for some m £ M. But we

can see easily (cf. Lemma 2 below) that

(Ts®l)x = X(x-®(-qT-x))       (s£S)

in H ®k H. Thus x intertwines the natural //-action and the twisted //-

action under *, which implies that the //-module f)s€S Ls is isomorphic to

Af *. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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2. The case of affine Weyl groups

Let (L, R, Lv , /?v) be the root data (see [Sp]) of a complex reductive group

G with respect to a maximal torus T; that is, L = Hom(7", Cx) (the character

group of T), Lv = Hom(Cx , T) (the group of 1-parameter subgroups of T),

R is the root system of (G, T), and /?v is the coroot system. We fix an order

on R and denote by R+ the set of positive roots. Put W = the Weyl group

of (fj, T) and £ = the set of simple reflections. Then W acts on L. Let W

be the (generalized) affine Weyl group of (C7, T) defined to be the semidirect

product of W by L. This W contains Wa = W x Q (Q = ZR is the root
lattice) as a normal subgroup. We assume hereafter that R is irreducible for

simplicity. Let Qq be the maximal coroot and put so = saot-aQ £ W. Here

we denote by sa (a £ R) and tx (k £ L) the reflection with respect to a

and the translation by k, respectively. (Both are elements of W.) It is known

that (Wa, Sa) is a Coxeter system for Sa = SU {so} • Put N = the stabilizer

of the set Sa in W. Then the splitting W = N • Wa holds and the length

function /: Wa —► Z>o naturally extends to that on W (the Iwahori-Matsumoto

formula).

For q = qs £ Kx , we define the Hecke algebra of W, H = H( W, q), as

the A-algebra with basis Tw   (w £ W) satisfying the following relations:

(Ts + l)(Ts - q) = 0       (seSa),

TW-TW, = TWW,    if l(w) + l(w') = l(ww').

This H contains the Hecke algebra H = H(W, q) of §1 as a subalgebra. For
simplicity we put Tx = Tlx. We call k e L dominant if (k, av) > 0 for all

a £ R+ , where ( , ) is the canonical pairing on Lx Lv . Following Bernstein,

we put fx - Tx+/1T~l (k £ L), where p is chosen such that both p and

k + p are dominant. Then it is known that Tx is well defined and the set

consisting of the element Tw = TxTx (w = xtx) for all w £ W is a basis of

H. Put Hf = YlxeL K ' Tx ■ This is a commutative subalgebra of H naturally

isomorphic to the group algebra K[L]. We have H = H -H^^ H ®K H^. For

I C S, put H[ - Hi • H^. It is known that Hi is a subalgebra of H, which

is isomorphic to a Hecke algebra of Wj = Wt x L. (Here we use the root data

(L, /?/, Lv , Rf) of Af/, the standard Levi subgroup of type / of G; note

that the length function for Wj is not equal to the restriction of that for W to

Wj.)

Now we define the induced module Ind/A for an ///-module N by Ind/A =

H ®~ N. The restriction of an //-module Af to Hj is denoted as before by

Res/Af. Let 31 be the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional //-modules

over K. For [Af] (Af is an //-module), we define its dual by the same formula

as in § 1:

D[M] = ^(-l)|/|[Ind/(Res/A/)].

ics
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Put 7£ = (-l)l(x)ql{w)T-x_, for w = xtx £ W (x £ W, k £ L). This *

defines an involutive automorphism of H, coincides with the previous * in § 1

on H, and defines a twisted //-module Af* for each //-module Af.

Theorem 2. We have D[M] = [Af*] for any H-module M.

The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem lm § 1. We use

H ®~  M instead of H ®K M : The canonical decomposition H — H ®K Ha,

gives an isomorphism H ®~  M ~ H ®k M. By using this, we define xs £

fLndic(H ®~ M) for 5 £ S as in (1.1) and have

Ind/(Res/Af) ~ H ®~ M/Y^LS       (Ls = lm xs).
ses

(Note here that Ls is an //-submodule of H ®~ M.) Hence we get, by the

same argument as in § 1,

D[M} = [(id ®n)(x)(l®M)},

where x = Ew€fv(-l)'{w)Tw 9 n(Tw)-x £ H ®~ H. Note that the tensor

product is taken over Ha,. Therefore we have only to show the next two lemmas.

Lemma 2.   (TSo ® l)x = X(l ® (-qT'1)) in H®~^H.

Lemmaj3. (Ty® l)x = (-l)'wx(l ® T7) for y £ N with y = xtk (x £ W, k £

L) in H®~ H.
H<),

Proof of Lemma 2. It is known that (see, e.g., [Kt, 1.9])

TT = fTsoy ify-x(ao)>0,

S° y     \ qfSoy + (q - l)fy   ify-x(a0)<0

for y £ W (since Ty = Ty). Hence we get

(TS0 ® l)(Ty ®T~X- Tw ® T-;y) = {Ty ® T~x - TSagy ® T^y)(I ® (-qT~x))

for y £ W with y_1(a0) > 0, noting that

Ty ® Ty~x = fw®f-x       (w=ytx;y£W, k£L)

in H ®~  H. This implies Lemma 2.

Proof of Lemma 3. Since y = xtx satisfies l(y) = 0, we have

TyTyt* = TyTyt„ = Txyly_,m+ij = Txyty_]m+tt

for p sufficiently dominant (i.e., (k, av) » 0 for all a > 0). Hence we get

(T7 ® l)(Ty ® T~x) = (Txy ® Txyx)(l ® Ty)

in H ®~ H. This proves Lemma 3 and thus completes the proof of Theorem

2.
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Remark. Let k be a nonarchimedean local field, and 2? the group of &>rational

points of a connected split reductive group over k whose dual group is given

by C7. We denote by 3j the standard parabolic subgroup of 9 corresponding

to / c S, and by &/ the unipotent radical of 3>i. Then we define the duality

operator on 31 (f§), the Grothendieck group of finitely generated admissible

■f-modules over C, by

£[n = £(-l)|7|[Ind|7(%;)]
ics

for a ^-module V. Here %, is the Jacquet module associated to 3*1. By

[B] and [M], we see that the duality operator for .//-modules in Theorem 2

is equivalent to this duality operator for admissible ,f-modules with nonzero

Iwahori subgroup fixed vectors. In particular, for such a jf-module V , we see

that D2[V] = [V] and D[V] is represented by an irreducible module if V is

irreducible. It may be conjectured that a similar result (D2 = id and, for an

irreducible V, there exists an irreducible V so that ±/)[K] = [V]) holds for

general ^-modules (cf. [Z]). Exactly the analogous result is known to be true

for finite Chevalley groups (see [A, Kw, DL]).
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